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Intelligent Video Solutions is a group of video technology professionals passionate about helping clients use video to advance their 
organization’s purpose. Unified by providing outrageous customer service, our team designs, implements, and supports any size video 
observation and recording deployment. VALT, our flagship software, is built from the ground up to support critical end user objectives:

WHO WE ARE

VALT features an easy-to-use, intuitive 
browser interface to observe and record HD 
video from any authorized device.

Capture + Observe 

Custom data fields, annotations and 
debriefing tools empower users to create and 
manage their own video database without 
extensive support.

Review + Manage

Robust security features, extensive permission 
and authentication options, data encryption 
and audit trails meet or exceed compliance 
standards.

Compliance + Security

Simple enough for a one-room system and powerful enough for a campus-wide system with cameras in every building, VALT securely 
delivers a unique experience for each custom application and program on a single platform. Deploy VALT in any organization looking to 
improve video training, education, and research with video:

WHO WE SERVE

VALT optimizes staff resources, 
accelerates student clinician 
competency, and improves patient 
care with integrated AV capture and 
observation technology.

VALT’s small hardware footprint saves 
time and resources, elevates audio/
video quality, and supports focus on 
simulation objectives, without budget-
crushing annual costs.

CLINICAL SKILLS

SIMULATION

VALT replaces labor-intensive VHS, DVD 
or adapted NVR technology and allows 
investigators to launch recordings with the 
click of a button and quicky find videos 
from any case.

VALT enables detailed analysis 
and record keeping with a robust, 
configurable video system for research 
in medical, behavioral health, marketing, 
and product development applications.
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IVS has delivered intelligent video solutions for more than 15 years. We are proud to be a Wisconsin based company serving customers 
internationally from our headquarters in Sussex, Wisconsin. We pair VALT with a portfolio of professional services:

WHAT WE OFFER

IVS works with clients to custom design a solution based on their unique requirements. Our engineers 
match cameras, audio capture, and accessories to each room and facility layout.

IVS designed VALT from the ground up and maintains an aggressive product development roadmap. 
We pre-configure any number of IP cameras and servers to ensure smooth implementation.

IVS deploys technicians globally for complete turn-key installations. We also partner with local 
resources while providing project management, configuration, and training resources.

IVS systems are covered by a robust Software Support Agreement and backed by our experienced 
helpdesk to provide phone, remote desktop, or onsite support services as needed.

SYSTEM DESIGN 

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT + CONFIGURATION 

AV INTEGRATION 

SUPPORT
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